GGP Junior Course Instructor

Expectations:
- Attend in-person sessions at NAPCRG and STFM Annual Meetings
- Responsible for milestone review (phone and email support), average monthly support includes two to three hours of reading and reviewing assignments from fellows and participating in online discussions (August through May)
- Attend three to four virtual meetings per year
- Level of commitment: two years of Junior Course Instructor and two years of Senior Course Instructor

Qualifications:
- Successfully written a research grant that has been funded
  - Possibilities include:
    - Federal
    - Regional or local
    - Foundation
- Previous participation in a grant review process
  - Grant reviewer
  - Study section member/peer review committee member
- Minimum of a mid-level researcher
  - Has successfully completed research projects
  - MD or PhD

Benefits:
- Travel expenses paid for in person sessions at NAPCRG and STFM
- Reignite your passion for primary care research
- Help grow the next generation of primary care researchers